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Network-specific metabolic and 
haemodynamic effects elicited by  
non-invasive brain stimulation

Mark C. Eldaief    1,2,3,4 , Stephanie McMains5, David Izquierdo-Garcia4, 
Mohammad Daneshzand4, Aapo Nummenmaa4 & Rodrigo M. Braga6

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), when applied to the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), treats depression. Therapeutic 
effects are hypothesized to arise from propagation of local dlPFC 
stimulation effects across distributed networks; however, the mechanisms 
of this remain unresolved. dlPFC contains representations of different 
networks. As such, dlPFC TMS may exert different effects depending on the 
network being stimulated. Here, to test this, we applied high-frequency 
TMS to two nearby dlPFC targets functionally embedded in distinct 
anti-correlated networks—the default and salience networks— in the 
same individuals in separate sessions. Local and distributed TMS effects 
were measured with combined 18fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission 
tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging. Identical TMS 
patterns caused opposing effects on local glucose metabolism: metabolism 
increased at the salience target following salience TMS but decreased at 
the default target following default TMS. At the distributed level, both 
conditions increased functional connectivity between the default and 
salience networks, with this effect being dramatically larger following 
default TMS. Metabolic and haemodynamic effects were also linked: across 
subjects, the magnitude of local metabolic changes correlated with the 
degree of functional connectivity changes. These results suggest that TMS 
effects upon dlPFC are network specific. They also invoke putative anti-
depressant mechanisms of TMS: network de-coupling.

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), when applied to 
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), has established efficacy as 
a treatment for major depressive disorder (MDD)1. Therapeutic TMS 
protocols used to treat depression are either applied in an ‘excitatory’ 
(for example, with high-frequency (≥5 Hz) or intermittent theta burst 

stimulation) or in an ‘inhibitory’ (for example, with low-frequency 
(1 Hz) or continuous theta burst stimulation) pattern,2,3 and can be 
applied once daily for several weeks4 or in an accelerated fashion as 
multiple daily sessions (for example, in the Stanford Neuromodulation 
Therapy protocol5). Across protocols, the effects of TMS are thought 
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One possible reason for these inconsistent findings is that the 
effects of TMS may vary depending on which network is stimulated. 
The dlPFC is large and functionally heterogeneous, comprising mul-
tiple juxtaposed subregions that are embedded in distinct, large-scale 
distributed association networks31. Different studies may have variably 
stimulated different networks, even when TMS has been targeted to 
the dlPFC in each case. These networks, which can be distinguished 
on the basis of slow intrinsic correlations of the blood oxygenation 
level-dependent (BOLD) signal32–34, may also operate at distinct electro-
physiological frequencies35–39, and as such may respond differently to 
the same stimulation frequency. This raises the interesting hypothesis 
that network identity, or ‘functional architecture’, at the dlPFC stimu-
lation site is an important factor in determining local and distributed 
TMS effects. If true, precise targeting of functional regions within the 
dlPFC would be necessary to produce reliable and intended effects of 
TMS, both in clinical and in investigational contexts.

In this Article, to test this hypothesis, we applied identical patterns 
of stimulation to two distinct dlPFC regions in the same participants 
and measured the effects upon metabolism and network coupling. 
Metabolism and BOLD functional connectivity (FC) were estimated 
using combined 18F-fuorodeoxyglucose-PET (FDG-PET) and fMRI. 
Twenty individuals took part in a within-subject cross-over counter-
balanced design, in which each subject attended three visits on sepa-
rate days (Fig. 1). Of these twenty, data from 16 subjects were carried 
through to the final analysis. During their first (baseline) visit, subjects 
underwent hybrid FDG-PET–fMRI imaging. This provided resting-state 
BOLD data, which was used for FC definition of stimulation sites, as well 
as a baseline measure of whole-brain glucose metabolism. As FC with 
the sgACC has been linked to the anti-depressant efficacy of TMS11,13,40,41, 
we selected two dlPFC targets that were functionally coupled to the 
sgACC in each individual (‘Definition of TMS targets’ in Methods). One 
target was selected as the region showing maximal positive FC with 
the sgACC, while the other target showed maximal negative FC with 
this region. Through this procedure, our stimulation targeted two 
anti-correlated regions that belonged to anti-correlated distributed 
networks:42 Positively correlated targets fell within the default network 
(DN), and negatively correlated targets fell within the salience network 
(SAL) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1).

Subjects then returned for two further FDG-PET–fMRI visits 
during which TMS was administered. High-frequency (20 Hz) TMS 
was administered with identical patterns at one of the dlPFC targets 
per visit. TMS was delivered with online neuronavigation to ensure 
that the individually derived targets were stimulated accurately 
(with an anticipated error term of a few mm43). To test the immediate 

to result from local changes in neural activity and metabolism at the 
dlPFC stimulation site, which propagate trans-synaptically across 
distributed corticolimbic circuits, including the subgenual cingulate 
(sgACC)6,7. There is mounting evidence that TMS exerts its anti-depres-
sant effects through circuit mechanisms8–10. For example, the strength 
of connectivity between the sgACC and the dlPFC target predicts clini-
cal efficacy10–13. Still, the precise local and distributed mechanisms 
underlying TMS neuromodulation in MDD are not resolved. A deeper 
mechanistic understanding of how local effects of dlPFC stimulation 
lead to distributed changes in brain activity would have important 
clinical implications. For instance, clinical response rates of TMS in 
MDD are variable, with up to half of patients failing to benefit14. Thus, 
understanding the possible basis of this heterogeneity could improve 
clinical efficacy.

Local effects of TMS are widely assumed to be pattern specific, and 
this is supported by extant evidence. For example, high-frequency TMS 
appears to increase local cortical activity, whereas low-frequency TMS 
has the opposite effect15,16. However, most studies examining the local 
effects of TMS have been performed in motor cortex, where the local 
impact of TMS is measured with downstream recordings of the motor 
evoked potential at affected muscles17. While some combined TMS 
and positron emission tomography (PET) studies in dlPFC (and other 
association cortex regions) have echoed these frequency-specific find-
ings—that is, with high-frequency TMS increasing and low-frequency 
TMS decreasing local metabolism and local regional cerebral blood 
flow (rCBF)18–21—other studies have produced conflicting results. For 
example, Eisenegger et al. demonstrated local increases in target rCBF 
following low-frequency TMS to the right dlPFC22. Also, Knoch et al. 
showed that both high- and low-frequency TMS can increase rCBF at 
a dlPFC target23.

Beyond local effects, it is imperative to assess how changes at the 
cortical target are parlayed into distributed changes. Studies support 
long-range cortico-cortical effects of TMS. For example, interleaved 
TMS/functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), where TMS is 
administered within the scanner between image acquisitions, has 
revealed transient increases under the TMS coil that spread to ana-
tomically connected regions24–26. However, studies showing network-
specific TMS changes have mostly targeted sensorimotor areas, with 
conflicting results encountered when stimulation is applied to asso-
ciation areas. For example, while our work has suggested that long-
range changes from stimulating association areas occur largely within 
distributed regions that are functionally connected to the stimulation 
site27,28, that is, within the stimulated network, other studies have found 
functional changes that are not network selective29,30.

FDG-PET–fMRI fMRI

FDG
injection

Baseline visit Experimental visits 1 and 2

SAL-TMS

DN-TMS FDG-PET–fMRI

FDG-PET–fMRI

Fig. 1 | Experimental design. Subjects participated in three visits on separate 
days: a baseline visit and two experimental visits. During their baseline visit (left), 
participants underwent simultaneous FDG-PET–fMRI. Data from this baseline 
visit were used to define two targets for repetitive TMS within each individual, 
on the basis of FC estimates. One stimulation site targeted the DN and the other 
targeted the SAL. Target site locations are shown in Fig. 2. Subjects then returned 
for two experimental visits on separate days. During the experimental visits, 

subjects first underwent an fMRI scan, after which they were administered an 
FDG injection a few minutes before high-frequency (20 Hz) repetitive TMS to one 
of the target sites, in a cross-over design. Following about 22.5 min of repetitive 
TMS, subjects were immediately scanned using simultaneous FDG-PET–fMRI. 
The two experimental visits only differed with respect to the target site of 
stimulation (DN-TMS versus SAL-TMS) and the target order was counter-balanced 
across subjects.
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haemodynamic effects of TMS, an fMRI-only session was collected 
immediately before TMS, and a hybrid FDG-PET–fMRI session (on the 
same scanner) was collected immediately after TMS. This replicated 
our offline protocol design27,28.

On the basis of the substantial literature involving TMS to motor 
cortex15,18, we predicted that 20 Hz TMS would increase target metab-
olism at both targets, that is, TMS to a given target would increase 
metabolism at the stimulated target and not at the non-stimulated 
target. With respect to FC changes, we predicted that 20 Hz TMS would 
decrease FC in the stimulated network. We based this prediction on 
our own work27, as well as on results from other studies examining the 
effects of ‘excitatory’ repetitive TMS upon within-network FC44–46. We 
also predicted FC changes occurring between networks. We based 
this prediction on a recent meta-analysis showing that extra-network 
effects of TMS are common47, and on specific studies demonstrating 
inter-network effects of stimulating dlPFC48,49. Lastly, we hypothesized 
that the degree of change in metabolism at the target would correlate 
to the degree of FC changes within the distributed network, indicating 
a direct relationship. That is, across subjects, local metabolic changes 
at the stimulation site would predict long-range changes in FC.

Results
Confirmation of network identity at target sites
Figure 2 outlines the stimulation target selection procedure. In each 
subject, two dlPFC stimulation targets were defined on the basis of 
maximal positive and maximal negative FC with a seed-based FC map 
(Fig. 2) derived by Fox et al. (n = 98) (ref. 40) (see ‘Definition of TMS 
targets’). To confirm the network identity of the stimulation targets 
defined in our cohort, the same map from Fox et al. was used to com-
pute seed-based FC maps in all 16 subjects. Figure 2c shows the target 
locations superimposed on the resulting group-averaged FC map. The 
targets were predominantly located within distinct dlPFC regions that 
belonged to two broad networks—one showing positive (yellow–red 
regions in Fig. 2c) and one showing negative correlation (blue regions) 
with the FC seed map. By visual inspection, the anatomical distribution 
of these correlation maps resembled the DNs and SALs. To confirm 
these network identities, we superimposed the target sites on the Yeo 
et al.32 parcellation (Fig. 2d). The positively correlated targets were 
predominantly located within the boundaries of the group-defined 

DN and were thus labelled ‘DN’ targets. In contrast, the negatively 
correlated sites were predominantly located at or near the SAL and 
were thus labelled ‘SAL’ targets. In the Yeo parcellation, some of the 
SAL targets fell outside the small SAL network region in the dlPFC and 
were probably located within regions belonging to the frontoparietal 
control network (FPN). In addition to the Yeo parcellation, we also 
visually examined the overlap between the group-averaged FC maps 
(minimum z value 0.2) using whole-network regions of interest (ROIs) 
of the DN and SAL and the respective derived targets. Twelve out of 
sixteen derived SAL targets overlapped with the group-defined SAL, 

sgACC ROI (Fox et al. 2013)

sgACC FC map (minus dIPFC) from
above ROI in 98 subjects
(Fox et al. 2013)
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Fig. 2 | Definition of individualized stimulation targets using FC of the 
sgACC. a,b, An sgACC region of interest (a) (MNI coordinates: 6, 16 and −10) 
was used to generate a group-averaged seed-based FC map (b), shown in white, 
in a separate cohort of 98 subjects by Fox et al.40. This map excluded the dlPFC 
(dotted outline) so as to not bias targets being defined there. The map from b 
was itself used as a seed to derive an FC map in each of the subjects in this study. 
c, The resulting group-averaged FC map. This approach allowed us to estimate 
the FC of the dlPFC with the sgACC robustly, given that the sgACC can suffer 
from poor signal quality. We next calculated FC strength between the sgACC 
FC map from (b) and 163 regions in the dlPFC in each subject. In each subject, 
the regions with the most positive and the most negative correlation value with 
the sgACC FC map were selected as the two stimulation targets for that subject. 
These targets are shown as black and white rings for each subject in c. White 
rings indicate positively correlated targets and black rings indicate negatively 
correlated targets. d, The network identity of the target sites was determined by 
overlaying them onto the seven-network parcellation in Yeo et al.32. The purple 
regions with black borders correspond to the SAL and the salmon coloured 
regions with white borders correspond to the DN. These borders are maintained 
as landmarks in later figures. The TMS stimulation targets (rings) are overlaid to 
show that positively correlated targets were predominantly located within the 
group-defined DN and were thus labelled ‘DN’ targets. The negatively correlated 
sites were predominantly at or near the SAL and were thus labelled ‘SAL’ targets. 
Importantly, in all cases, targets were defined using each individual’s FC maps; 
hence, the lack of alignment with the group-defined network may be due to 
true inter-individual differences in topography. LM, limbic network; SOM, 
somatomotor network; VIS, visual network.
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and all 16 DN targets overlapped with the group-defined DN network. 
Importantly, in all cases, targets were defined using each individual’s 
FC maps, hence the lack of alignment with the group-averaged network 
could be a consequence of true inter-individual differences in func-
tional anatomy. To further confirm that the target sites were within 
the default and SALs, we next correlated the average BOLD time course 
from a sphere centred at each target with the average time courses 
within each of the whole-brain network ROIs encompassing each of 
the seven major cortical networks from Yeo et al.32. The SAL targets 
showed highest correlation with the SAL ROI (mean z-transformed  
r value 0.28, standard deviation (s.d.) 0.15) and the DN targets showed 
highest correlation with the DN ROI (mean z-transformed r value 0.34, 
s.d. 0.17). As a final confirmation, we used each individual’s target site 
as the seed and averaged the resulting FC maps across subjects. The 
resultant FC map recapitulated the default and SALs, respectively (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1). Thus, in each subject, two dlPFC stimulation targets 
were defined that were located within distinct functional regions that 
were determined, through several means, to belong to two different 
and anti-correlated distributed networks.

TMS at 20 Hz leads to opposing effects on glucose metabolism
Sessions where stimulation was applied to the SAL target sites are 
hereafter referred to as ‘SAL-TMS’, with ‘DN-TMS’ denoting sessions 

where the DN targets were stimulated. Whole-brain normalized stand-
ardized uptake values (WBn-suv) were compared between stimulation 
sessions and the initial baseline visit (Fig. 1) to quantify the effects of 
stimulation on cerebral metabolism. Figure 3 shows the effects of 
SAL-TMS and DN-TMS on local metabolism at the target site. Local 
WBn-suv increased significantly at the SAL target locations following 
high-frequency (20 Hz) stimulation to this region (SAL-TMS > base-
line; average ΔWBn-suv 0.054, P = 0.008, Cohen’s d = 0.58; Fig. 3 and 
Supplementary Fig. 2). Contrary to our expectations, local WBn-suv 
values decreased significantly at the DN target following 20 Hz TMS to 
this region (DN-TMS > baseline, average ΔWBn-suv −0.06, P = 0.006, 
Cohen’s d = 0.54; Fig. 3). Thus, whereas we observed the expected 
increase in glucose metabolism following high-frequency SAL-TMS, 
we did not observe the anticipated increases in metabolism at the DN 
target following equivalent DN-TMS. Visual analysis of individual-
level data suggested that there were considerable differences across 
subjects in effects elicited at both target sites, which we include for 
transparency in Supplementary Fig. 2. Direct comparison between the 
conditions further supported these divergent effects (at SAL targets, 
SAL-TMS > DN-TMS, average ΔWBn-suv 0.05, P = 0.01; at DN targets, 
DN-TMS > SAL-TMS, average ΔWBn-suv −0.08, P = 0.02). Moreover, 
the non-stimulated target did not change its glucose metabolism fol-
lowing TMS at the other site. That is, metabolism at the SAL target did 
not significantly change following DN-TMS as compared with baseline 
(ΔWBn-suv −0.001, P = 0.95). Similarly, metabolism at the DN target did 
not significantly change following SAL-TMS as compared with baseline 
(ΔWBn-suv 0.01, P = 0.44). To explore potential factors explaining 
these opposing effects, we visually examined the cortical depth and 
orientation at the DN and SAL targets in each individual, as shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 3. This did not reveal any systematic differences 
in depth or sulcal morphology at the site of stimulation that might 
have explained the results.

Network-level metabolic changes. Given that the two targets were 
functionally located in distinct networks, we next assessed whether 
TMS changed whole-brain metabolism in a topographically distinct 
manner across stimulation targets. We first conducted a network-
level analysis in which we quantified FDG metabolism within each of 
the seven networks. More specifically, we assessed FDG metabolism 
changes in whole-network ROIs derived from the Yeo et al.32 par-
cellation. To specifically probe network-level effects, we excluded 
metabolism changes at the respective targets, for example, in the 
case of SAL-TMS, the SAL ROI used excluded the SAL targets, and in 
the case of DN-TMS, the DN ROI used excluded the DN targets. The SAL 
was the only network showing significantly increased metabolism 
after stimulation of both the SAL and DN targets (bar charts in Fig. 4).  
In a direct comparison, significantly higher increases in glucose 
metabolism were observed within the SAL following SAL-TMS com-
pared with DN-TMS. We next mapped voxel-wise metabolic changes 
to assess the spatial distribution of effects. Figure 4 displays maps 
showing the change in FDG metabolism following stimulation. SAL-
TMS strongly increased metabolism in lateral regions that broadly 
overlapped with the SAL in both hemispheres (black border out-
lines in Fig. 4). The effects were most prominent in the contralateral 
(right) hemisphere; however, the ipsilateral hemisphere also showed 
evidence of correspondence (for example, see the left frontoinsular 
cortex in Fig. 4). The correspondence was not perfect, and we also 
observed evidence of non-specificity, with regions outside the SAL 
on the right hemisphere also showing metabolic increases. Following 
the observation of local decreased metabolism at DN target sites fol-
lowing DN-TMS (Fig. 3), we expected to also see distributed decreased 
metabolism that overlapped with the DN. Instead, DN-TMS led to 
broad and distributed increases in glucose metabolism, particularly 
on the contralateral surface. These increases covered a large swathe 
of the lateral surface, including parts of the inferior parietal region of 
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Fig. 3 | Identical patterns of repetitive TMS at two nearby dorsolateral 
prefrontal sites lead to opposite effects on local glucose metabolism.  
Top: surface-rendered unthresholded voxel-wise statistical T maps showing the 
comparison between FDG-PET metabolism after SAL-TMS versus baseline (left) and 
after DN-TMS versus baseline (right) in the 16 study subjects. Individual target sites 
are shown in insets as transparent black (SAL targets) and white (DN targets) rings. 
Increased metabolism is represented as red–yellow and decreased metabolism as 
blue–maroon. SAL-TMS significantly increased target metabolism and DN-TMS 
significantly decreased target metabolism. Bottom: graphs showing subject-level 
(n = 16) changes in WBn-suv values at baseline and after TMS (with dark circles 
indicating changes from SAL-TMS (left) and white circles indicating changes from 
DN-TMS (right). Thick black horizontal lines represent mean values. Statistical 
testing involved a paired two-sided t-test uncorrected for multiple comparisons: 
for SAL-TMS > baseline, P = 0.008; fFor DN-TMS > baseline P = 0.006. **P < 0.01.
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the SAL, but also extending further along regions of the lateral tempo-
ral cortex that overlapped with the DN (Fig. 4). A direct comparison 
of SAL-TMS and DN-TMS conditions supported that SAL-TMS led to 
more robust increases in glucose metabolism within the SAL, with 
a prominent region in the right temporoparietal junction showing 
close overlap with the SAL (Fig. 4). There were no significant changes 
in metabolism of the sgACC proper following either stimulation 
condition: ΔWBn-suv sgACC (SAL-TMS > baseline) −0.004, P = 0.70; 
ΔWBn-suv sgACC (DN-TMS > baseline) 0.01, P = 0.26.

TMS-induced changes in FC
Changes in FC following SAL-TMS. We next asked whether stimula-
tion affects FC differently when applied to different networks. Figure 
5 shows FC changes in fMRI data as a result of SAL-TMS. Quantita-
tively, we estimated FC between individual regions covering the whole 
brain using a region-by-region analysis. Pair-wise correlations of the 
mean signal within all regions from the Yeo et al.32 parcellation (n = 51 
regions) were calculated. The matrices in Fig. 5a show these correla-
tion values immediately before (pre-TMS) and after (post-TMS) SAL 
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and DN-TMS > baseline). For these comparisons, metabolic changes at the 
respective targets were excluded to only show distributed network effects. 
A direct comparison (SAL-TMS > DN-TMS) is also shown. To illustrate the 
distribution of changes across subjects, changes for each subject (16 in total) are 
shown as grey dots. At the network level, both SAL-TMS and DN-TMS increased 
metabolism significantly within the SAL, but the effect was significantly 
larger after SAL-TMS. Statistical testing involved a paired two-sided t-test 
uncorrected for multiple comparisons: for SAL-TMS > baseline, P = 0.0001 for 
changes in the SAL. Changes in all other networks were non-significant. For 
DN-TMS > baseline, P = 0.02 for changes in the SAL. Changes in all other networks 
were non-significant. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent ±standard 
error of the mean. Bottom: surface-rendered, voxel-wise statistical T maps 
are displayed to show regional changes in metabolism following stimulation 
(P < 0.05, uncorrected). Black outlines demarcate the SAL and white outlines 
demarcate the DN from Yeo et al.32. Stimulation of both SAL and DN target 

sites led to distributed changes in metabolism; however, the results differed 
between sites in magnitude and spatial distribution. SAL-TMS was associated 
with marked increases in metabolism in regions that mostly overlapped with the 
SAL. The effects were considerably larger on the right hemisphere, contralateral 
to the site of stimulation. Note in particular the area of strong increase in 
metabolism within the SAL region in the right temporoparietal junction, as well 
as the right anterior insula. DN-TMS also led to metabolic changes in multiple 
distributed regions in the right hemisphere, but we did not see a pattern of 
network-wide decreased metabolism, as might have been expected due to 
the metabolic decreases at the DN stimulation targets following DN-TMS. The 
comparison of SAL-TMS and DN-TMS is shown in the bottom row (red–yellow 
colours indicate regions with greater metabolic changes after SAL-TMS and 
blue–maroon indicates regions with greater metabolic changes after DN-TMS). 
SAL-TMS more robustly increased salience metabolism, particularly in the right 
temporoparietal junction SAL region. DN-TMS mildly increased metabolism 
in posterior midline regions, for example, the right posterior cingulate cortex 
node of the DN.
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stimulation, as well as their direct comparison. Stimulation of the SAL 
did not result in significant within-network changes. However, a cluster 
of DN regions did show modest FC increases (that is, reduced anti-
correlation) with SAL regions. This can also be appreciated in Fig. 5b:  
FC between the mean signal in the ROI encompassing the entire SAL 
and an ROI encompassing the entire DN was significantly increased 
following SAL-TMS, and also increased (but not significantly) in the 
comparison of baseline with post-TMS. We next examined FC changes 
on voxel-wise FC maps (Fig. 5c). First, the individualized SAL target 
regions in each subject were used as seeds to create whole-brain FC 
maps. These maps were then averaged across all subjects to produce 

a single group-averaged FC map. We observed negligible changes in 
the FC of the SAL target following SAL-TMS (Fig. 5c, first row). We next 
tested whether TMS induced changes in the FC of the sgACC region 
proper (not the sgACC FC map) that was used as the basis of network 
definition (Fig. 2). FC changes between the sgACC and the DNs and 
SALs were also negligible following SAL-TMS (Fig. 5c, second row). 
As these analyses used seeds with a small number of voxels (which 
may be insufficient for stable signal estimation), we also examined 
FC changes from ROIs encompassing the entire DNs and SALs to 
determine whether the whole-brain FC of these large-scale networks 
was altered by the stimulation. FC changes from SAL-TMS were again 
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Fig. 5 | Stimulation of the SAL modestly increased FC between salience  
and DNs. a, Pair-wise correlation matrices showing FC between 51 ROIs  
(from Yeo et al.32) covering the entire brain, grouped into seven major networks. 
Matrices represent FC defined using data collected before (pre-TMS) and after 
stimulation (post-TMS; colours represent r values), and their direct comparison 
(post-TMS > pre-TMS; colours represent uncorrected P values from paired 
t-tests). The direct comparison matrix (highlighted by a zoomed in matrix in 
green) shows that correlations between regions of the DN and SAL— which were 
negatively correlated in both pre-TMS and post-TMS conditions— increased 
their FC following SAL stimulation. b, Bar graphs show the average correlation 
between the whole-brain network ROIs for the DN and SAL at baseline, pre-TMS 
and post-TMS. Grey dots represent FC changes within each subject (n = 16 in 
total). Statistical testing involved a paired two-sided t-test uncorrected for 
multiple comparisons: for post-TMS > baseline, P = 0.13; for post-TMS > pre-TMS, 
P = 0.03. *P < 0.05. Error bars represent ±standard error of the mean. Significant 

FC increases were noted between pre-TMS and post-TMS, but not between 
baseline and post-TMS. c, Surface projections of voxel-wise statistical T maps 
(P < 0.05, FWE cluster corrected) comparing FC from different seed regions 
(post-TMS > pre-TMS). Seed-based FC maps were defined using each individual’s 
SAL target region (target), using a seed relegated to the sgACC, or using the 
whole-brain network maps from Yeo et al.32 with the SALs (SAL ROI) and DNs (DN 
ROI) as seeds. Black outlines indicate SAL boundaries and white outlines indicate 
DN boundaries. Seeds are indicated by white circles with black outlines (targets 
and sgACC) or thick outlines (SAL ROI and DN ROI). Negligible FC changes were 
observed when the target or sgACC were used as seeds. When the full SAL was 
used as the seed, SAL target stimulation led to modest FC increases mostly 
located within the boundaries of the DN (see small yellow–red regions in the 
third row). Conversely, modest increases in the FC of the DN ROI were observed, 
located in regions mostly falling within the SAL (small yellow–red regions in the 
fourth row). LM, limbic network; SM/VIS, somatomotor and visual networks.
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modest, but small regions showing increased FC were evident within 
the boundaries of the DN (Fig. 5c, third row).

Changes in FC following DN-TMS. We next assessed FC changes fol-
lowing DN stimulation using the same approach (Fig. 6). The matrices 
in Fig. 6a show modest FC decreases within network, and dramatic 
FC increases (weakened anti-correlations) between regions of the 
DN and SAL following DN-TMS. On voxel-wise maps, DN-TMS led to 
subtle decreases in FC between the DN target and the remainder of the 
DN (blue regions in Fig. 6c, first row), and small but clearer regions of 
increased FC between the DN target and the SAL (red–yellow regions 

in Fig. 6c, first row). As the DN targets showed strong positive cor-
relation with the DN and strong negative correlation with the SAL 
at baseline (Supplementary Fig. 1), these TMS effects can be inter-
preted as decreased positive correlation of the DN target with the DN 
and decreased negative correlation with the SAL. Similar results were 
observed when the sgACC was used as a seed (Fig. 6c, second row). 
Using larger ROIs encompassing the entire DNs and SALs, we observed 
subtle FC decreases within each network (blue regions, Fig. 6c, third and 
fourth rows) and robust FC increases between the two networks (red–
yellow regions, Fig. 6c, third and fourth rows). Thus, DN-TMS decreased 
within-network FC in the DN and robustly increased FC between the 
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Fig. 6 | Stimulation of the DN markedly increased FC between DNs and SALs. 
a, Pair-wise correlation matrices (as in Fig. 5) following DN stimulation. The 
direct comparison matrix (highlighted by a zoomed in matrix in green) shows 
that correlations between regions of the DNs and SALs—which were negatively 
correlated in both pre-TMS and post-TMS conditions—became substantially less 
anti-correlated following DN stimulation. b, Bar graphs (as in Fig. 5) following 
DN stimulation. Grey dots represent FC changes within each subject (n = 16 
in total). Statistical testing involved a paired two-sided t-test uncorrected for 
multiple comparisons: for post-TMS > baseline, P = 0.08; for post-TMS > pre-
TMS, P = 0.009. **P < 0.01. Error bars represent ±standard error of the mean. 
Significant FC increases were noted between pre-TMS and post-TMS, but not 
between baseline and post-TMS (although this trended toward significance). 
c, Surface projections of voxel-wise statistical T maps (P < 0.05, FWE cluster 
corrected) comparing FC from different seed regions post-TMS > pre-TMS.  

Seed-based FC maps were defined using each individual’s DN target region 
(target), using a seed relegated to the sgACC, or using the whole-brain network 
maps from Yeo et al.32 for the DNs (DN ROI) and SALs (SAL ROI) as seeds. Again, 
white outlines indicate boundaries of the DN and black outlines indicate 
boundaries of the SAL. Seeds are indicated by white circles with black outlines 
(Targets and sgACC) or thick outlines (DN ROI and SAL ROI). FC increases were 
observed in the SAL when the target or sgACC were used as seeds. When the full 
DN was used as the seed, DN target stimulation led to FC increases that were 
mostly located within the boundaries of the SAL (see small yellow–red regions 
in third row) and modest FC decreases in the DN (see small blue regions in fourth 
row). Using the SAL ROI as a seed, dramatic FC increases were observed with the 
DN (yellow–red regions) and modest FC decreases (blue regions) were noted 
within the SAL. LM, limbic network; SM/VIS, somatomotor and visual networks.
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DN and SALs. Quantitatively, the FC change between the DN and SAL 
whole-network ROIs was z = 0.10, P = 0.009 and Cohen’s d = 0.64.

Notably, for both conditions, these effects were quite specific, fall-
ing almost exclusively within regions of the DNs and SALs. For instance, 
consistent FC changes between regions of the other networks were 
not observed following either SAL-TMS or DN-TMS (Figs. 5 and 6). 
More specifically, despite the fact that the FPN is robustly represented 
in dlPFC32,33,50,51, and in spite of evidence that dlPFC TMS affects FC 
between the FPN and the DN52, FC changes within the FPN, and between 
the FPN and other networks, were not observed in either stimulation 
condition. Similarly, FC changes were not observed between the DN and 
the dorsal attention network (which are anti-correlated at baseline)42.

Comparison of pre-/post-TMS, and baseline/post-TMS fMRI data. 
For both DN and SAL TMS, we observed differences in the magnitude 
of effects depending on which data were used as the subtraction con-
dition. For both conditions, the cross-network FC increases reached 
significance when the pre-TMS fMRI data were used as the subtraction, 
whereas with the baseline fMRI data we only observed a trend towards 
significance. To test the robustness of the results, we compared the 
two approaches directly. Supplementary Fig. 4 shows the resulting 
FC voxel-wise maps when the two baselines were used for comparison. 
For DN-TMS, very similar network-specific FC changes were observed 
regardless of the subtracted condition, supporting that FC changes 
were induced by TMS, as opposed to being a consequence of the spe-
cific comparison data that were used. For SAL-TMS, the effects were 
notably more robust when the baseline was used as the subtraction.

Correlation between target metabolism changes and FC 
changes
Stimulation of the SAL targets led to increased local metabolism at 
the stimulation site (Fig. 3). If TMS affects both cerebral metabolism 
and FC, then a logical hypothesis would be that the degree of change 
in local glucose metabolism following TMS would predict the degree 
of change in distributed FC—that is, that the two effects share a com-
mon mechanism. Across all subjects, we tested whether individual 
differences in local target metabolism following SAL-TMS predicted 
individual differences in the FC changes following SAL-TMS. In other 
words, would individuals who displayed higher increases in SAL target 
metabolism following SAL-TMS exhibit greater increases in FC (positive 
correlations), or greater decreases in FC (negative correlations)? Corre-
lation maps between metabolic and haemodynamic changes following 
SAL-TMS are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5. Following SAL-TMS, cor-
relations between changes in SAL target metabolism and SAL target FC 
were negligible (Supplementary Fig. 5, top row). However, we observed 
strong correlations between changes in SAL target metabolism and 
changes in FC between the sgACC and the SAL (Supplementary Fig. 5, 
middle left panel). That is, increased SAL target metabolism strongly 
correlated with increased FC between the sgACC and the SAL. Quan-
titatively, the correlation between changes in SAL target metabolism 
and changes in FC between a seed restricted to the sgACC and a seed 
encompassing the whole SAL map were as follows: r = 0.71, R2 = 0.50, 
P = 0.002). Similarly, correlation maps showed that increased SAL target 
metabolism was associated with decreased FC between the sgACC and 
the DN (Supplementary Fig. 5, middle right panel), although quanti-
tatively this only trended towards statistical significance (r = −0.48, 
R2 = 0.23, P = 0.06). Increases in SAL target metabolism also positively 
correlated with increases in FC between seeds encompassing the entire 
DNs and SALs (r = 0.67, R2 = 0.45, P = 0.004) (Supplementary Fig. 5, 
bottom left panel).

Stimulation of the DN targets led to decreased local metabolism 
at the stimulation site (Fig. 3). Thus, we next examined whether, across 
all subjects, individuals who displayed greater decreases in DN target 
metabolism following DN TMS exhibited greater decreases in FC (posi-
tive correlations), or greater increases in FC (negative correlations; 

Supplementary Fig. 6). We found that individuals who displayed greater 
decreases in DN target metabolism also displayed greater increases 
in FC between the DN target and SAL regions (Supplementary Fig. 6, 
top right panel). However, this did not reach statistical significance 
on quantitative measures (r = −0.46, R2 = 0.21, P = 0.08). Topographi-
cally, greater decreases in DN target metabolism appeared to correlate 
with decreased FC between the sgACC and the DN (Supplementary 
Fig. 6, middle left panel), but this did not reach statistical significance 
(r = 0.39, R2 = 0.15, P = 0.13). When the whole DN network map was used 
as a seed, decreased DN target metabolism was not associated with 
increased FC between the entire SAL and DN ROIs (r = −0.19, R2 = 0.04, 
P = 0.48). We also performed a subanalysis showing that, for both 
TMS conditions, the five individuals who exhibited target metabolism 
changes that diverged the most in each direction from the group trend 
were more likely to exhibit FC changes that also diverged from the 
group mean. For example, following SAL-TMS, the five subjects with 
the lowest increases in metabolism at the SAL target demonstrated 
very little evidence of FC increases between the SAL and DNs, while the 
five subjects with the greatest increases at the SAL target demonstrated 
clear FC increases between the two networks. Similarly, following DN-
TMS, the five subjects who did not exhibit metabolic decreases at the 
DN target also exhibited weak FC increases between the DN and SALs. 
In contrast, the five individuals exhibiting the most robust decreases at 
the DN target following DN-TMS showed robust FC increases between 
the two networks. (Supplemental Fig. 7). Taken together, these find-
ings suggest a degree of regional specificity in the association between 
TMS-induced metabolic and FC changes.

Discussion
We present evidence supporting that dlPFC TMS can lead to different 
effects depending on the network identity of the site of stimulation. 
Identical TMS patterns, applied within the same subjects (Fig. 1) to 
nearby prefrontal regions (Fig. 2), led to opposite effects on local (that is,  
near to the stimulation site) metabolism (Fig. 3). TMS targeted to the 
SAL increased local glucose metabolism while TMS targeted to the DN 
decreased local metabolism. Stimulation of both sites also led to broad 
distributed increases in metabolism that overlapped with regions of 
the SAL, but this effect was greater when stimulation was targeted to 
the SAL itself (Fig. 4). We further observed that stimulation of both SAL 
and DN targets affected the level of anti-correlation between the two 
networks. That is, TMS caused these networks, which are typically anti-
correlated (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1), to increase their FC with 
one another (that is, to become less anti-correlated). (Figs. 5 and 6).  
However, these effects were quantitatively different across condi-
tions, as DN-TMS led to considerably more profound FC increases 
between the two networks (Fig. 6). Finally, we show evidence that, 
across subjects, the magnitude of stimulation-induced change in local 
glucose metabolism was correlated with the magnitude of changes 
in FC between regions of the SAL and DN networks, and between the 
sgACC and these networks (Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This sug-
gests that TMS has more pronounced effects on distal brain regions 
when local activity and metabolism are more robustly perturbed. 
In other words, optimizing local effects of TMS may also optimize 
long-range effects. Taken together, these findings support that focal 
non-invasive brain stimulation can lead to changes in brain activity 
that propagate across distributed networks6,7—but extends this by 
showing that the effects can differ across networks. Finally, our results 
invoke putative mechanisms of action of TMS in treating depression. 
More specifically, TMS may act through decreasing functional cou-
plings, including decreasing anti-correlation between distinct but 
anti-correlated networks—with specific regional FC changes depend-
ent on the network stimulated. This hypothesis is supported by studies 
in MDD. For example, effective TMS courses in MDD are associated 
with FC reductions in the DN, in the SAL network53, and between the 
sgACC and DN52.
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Possible explanation of the observed local effects of TMS
The present results challenge the commonplace assumption that TMS 
at a given frequency induces uniform changes in cortical activity, inde-
pendent of the region (or network) being stimulated15,18. Although 20 Hz 
TMS was expected to increase metabolism locally, we observed this 
only following TMS at SAL targets, with decreased local metabolism 
observed following TMS at DN targets (Fig. 3). This double-dissociation 
provides stronger evidence for opposing effects than if a null result 
had been observed following DN stimulation.

There are several reasons why we may have observed differential 
local effects of 20 Hz TMS in the DNs and SALs. Generally, local reac-
tivity to TMS can very across individuals54. This may be due to genetic 
differences, differences in the baseline FC or differences in the neu-
ronal subpopulations being stimulated across individuals15,55. Gross 
anatomical variables can also determine local responsiveness to TMS, 
such as scalp-to-cortical distance and gyral morphology15. Here, we did 
not observe systematic differences in these features when we visually 
assessed cortical anatomy at the target sites (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
However, the two stimulation sites differed markedly in functional 
organization, as they were selected to be in distinct, anti-correlated 
large-scale networks. There is evidence from intra-cranial recordings 
that different large-scale networks may operate preferentially at spe-
cific frequencies35. One hypothesis is that 20 Hz stimulation may affect 
the DNs and SALs in different ways due to these networks’ different 
intrinsic oscillatory properties. In addition, cortical reactivity to TMS 
depends on the connectivity and cytoarchitecture of the stimulated 
region15. Therefore, local changes in cortical activity could be subject to 
idiosyncratic differences in connectivity and cytoarchitecture between 
default and salience regions. Other potential factors are described 
below in ‘Limitations and potential confounds’.

Possible explanation of the distributed FC effects of TMS
Similar to local changes, the directionality of distributed effects result-
ing from TMS may depend on several factors, for example, the long-
distance structural and FC of the stimulation site, state dependency 
and/or the pattern of TMS employed. Although purely speculative, 
our FC findings may also be related to endogenous neural oscillations. 
There is evidence that the low-frequency BOLD signals that contribute 
to FC may be linked to neural oscillations36,39,56–58. Given evidence that 
different networks may operate at different frequencies37,38, the DNs 
and SALs may differ in their response to 20 Hz stimulation on the basis 
of their intrinsic oscillatory properties. This remains to be tested in 
a future study that can record high-frequency activity and how it is 
affected by TMS. Indeed, other studies have suggested that synchroni-
zation or de-synchronization of endogenous neural oscillations could 
be a mechanism of the anti-depressant effects of dlPFC TMS59–61.

The inter-network FC effects we observed may be explained by the 
existence of bi-directional functional influences between the DNs and 
SALs. There is evidence that intra-cortical stimulation of the DNs and 
SALs in humans leads to effects that propagate between networks62. 
Further, the SAL has repeatedly been shown to mediate interactions 
between other networks63. Moreover, consistent with our results, Tik 
et al. found that high-frequency TMS to left dlPFC selectively changed 
FC between anterior portions of the DNs and SALs48.

Putative clinical and behavioural significance
While we did not directly test the behavioural and therapeutic conse-
quences of TMS, our findings may have important ramifications for 
clinical and behavioural paradigms. First, there are implications for 
targeting in clinical TMS paradigms. Currently, the dlPFC target for 
TMS is established through crude anatomical landmarks, for example, 
at a site 5 cm anterior to the location where the motor threshold is 
established. This results in extensive variability in the network that is 
targeted in dlPFC across individuals. Our results support the notion that 
the effects of TMS can vary on the basis of the network that is targeted.  

If validated by further studies—particularly those in clinical cohorts—
this may explain why certain depressed individuals respond less to 
TMS, that is, because in those individuals the network that is most 
critical to the therapeutic effects of TMS is not being stimulated. This 
would represent a paradigm shift in TMS clinical practice in which TMS 
clinicians maximally target a specific network in a given individual.

Second, extant studies have demonstrated abnormal FC in MDD. 
Relevant to our findings, these abnormalities consistently include 
increased FC within the DN52,64–67, increased FC within the SAL53,64, 
increased FC between the sgACC and DN52, and decreased FC (that is, 
heightened anti-correlations) between the DNs and SALs68–70. Further-
more, efficacious courses of TMS in depressed patients reverse some 
of these FC abnormalities, as well as others45,52,53,71. Consistent with this 
being a putative mechanism of its anti-depressant effects, we found 
that TMS decreased FC within the DNs and SALs (following DN-TMS) and 
decreased FC between the networks (in both conditions, but more so 
following DN-TMS). Also, in both conditions, TMS reduced FC between 
the sgACC and the DNs and SALs in a manner that was dependent on the 
magnitude of local metabolic effects. While our FC findings are consist-
ent with what has been observed in clinical cohorts, conclusions drawn 
from this work must be qualified by the fact that we studied healthy 
individuals. That is, FC abnormalities in depressed subjects may have 
altered their functional responses to our specific TMS protocol.

Implications for studying networks across spatial levels
We observed causal relationships between local changes in metabolism 
and selected FC changes. Other studies have described correlations 
between local FDG-PET metabolism and FC72–74. For example, local glu-
cose consumption in the DN is correlated to FC within this network72,73. 
Notably, our study is among the first to demonstrate causality between 
local metabolism changes and FC changes by using an exogenous per-
turbation such as TMS. This supports the idea that local changes in 
neural activity can lead to network-wide effects, bridging spatial scales, 
and that local cortical activity places functional constraints on dis-
tributed FC74,75. For instance, the degree of local synaptic activity at a 
given region correlates to the amount of long-range inputs this region 
receives74, and local neurotransmitter receptor density can influence 
FC76. Our findings strengthen the hypothesis that local activity plays a 
determinative role in shaping distributed function. This has practical 
ramifications for experimental and clinical TMS paradigms: It suggests 
that by more specifically and more robustly modulating cortical targets, 
more profound FC changes can be achieved.

Limitations and potential confounds
A notable limitation of the current study is the absence of a sham condi-
tion. We chose not to include a sham condition, and to instead compare 
two active controls, because an added condition would expose subjects 
to additional radiation. As a result, our findings (for example, increased 
SAL metabolism in both conditions, Fig. 4) may be partially explained 
by non-specific effects of receiving TMS, such as somatosensory, pain 
or novelty effects—all of which are relevant to the proposed functions 
of the SAL77. Indeed, some subjects informally reported finding the 
SAL-TMS condition uncomfortable (and then stated that this discom-
fort ceased immediately after stimulation). However, it is unlikely that 
such non-specific effects fully account for our findings. First, promi-
nent portions of the pain matrix did not increase their metabolism 
following TMS, for example, the posterior insula, thalamus and primary 
sensory cortex78. Second, FC changes (Figs. 5 and 6) were measured 
when subjects were no longer receiving TMS and during which they 
experienced no discomfort. Third, session order was counter-balanced 
across subjects, arguing against novelty as a factor. Fourth, metabolic 
changes at the specific targets correlated with the observed FC changes, 
suggesting that observed changes were driven by neural stimulation 
at the target specifically, as opposed to being driven by non-specific 
global effects. Additionally, there is the issue of whether the inclusion 
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of a sham condition is a suitable control, as sham stimulation may not 
produce the same somatosensory impact as real TMS79.

A second potential limitation is that due to the long half-life of 
18F radiotracers, we could not perform FDG-PET imaging immedi-
ately before and after TMS, as we did with fMRI. This necessitated 
that FDG-PET comparisons were made across several days (that is, 
post-TMS > baseline), while FC comparisons occurred on the same 
day. However, this concern is mitigated by the fact that regional esti-
mates of glucose metabolism are normally remarkably stable across 
time within individuals80,81 (see also FDG-PET repeatability measures 
in Methods) and by the fact that we observed some consistency in 
the effects of TMS across different baselines (Supplementary Fig. 4). 
Third, our small sample size (16 subjects carried to the main analysis) 
limits the generalizability of our findings. Fourth, because dlPFC con-
tains closely juxtaposed regions of discrete networks31, and because 
the E-field induced by TMS with the coils we used are not completely 
focal82, the induced E-field at the non-stimulated target was not zero 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). As such, there is the possibility of incomplete 
stimulation independence at each target from the other target. Fifth, 
while our results have clinical implications, elements of our design 
limit its applicability for clinical TMS paradigms. Specifically, we used 
different stimulation parameters than those traditionally used clini-
cally (20 Hz as opposed to 10 Hz (ref. 4) or intermittent theta burst 
stimulation83). We also studied the effects of only one TMS session, 
while clinical paradigms typically employ several sessions that may 
induce more neuroplastic local and distributed changes than we were 
able to capture. Finally, we studied a healthy cohort, as opposed to MDD 
patients whose functional pathology could have affected our results.

Future directions
Future studies are needed to confirm the differential local metabolic 
effects of TMS we observed. While we compared local and distributed 
effects in different networks with the same TMS pattern, future studies 
could examine how different TMS patterns to the same network alter 
local and distributed activity. Intra-cranial stimulation and recordings 
could be used to probe whether TMS disrupts FC by de-synchronizing 
neuronal oscillations, as we speculate. Finally, the advent of high-reso-
lution precision network mapping in the individual12,31,50 could be used 
to strengthen TMS targeting approaches, leading to more reliable and 
more selective network engagement. These endeavours could lead to 
more detailed network mechanisms of actions of TMS that could be 
exploited to decrease or increase functional couplings depending on 
the investigational question or clinical condition to be treated.

Methods
Subjects
Twenty healthy subjects (mean age 23.85 years, s.d. 3.8 years, 13 female) 
participated in the study. All subjects were screened by author M.C.E. 
(board certified in both neurology and psychiatry) to ensure that they 
had no neurological or psychiatric history, no symptoms of active 
depression (as assessed by the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating 
Scale, mean score of 0.1) and were not taking any psychotropic medi-
cations. One subject was excluded because PET data acquisition failed 
due to a software malfunction during one of their post-TMS FDG-PET 
sessions. Two additional subjects were excluded on the basis that one 
of their derived targets was anatomically distant from the rest of the 
group. Specifically, one subject’s SAL target, and another person’s 
DN target, were each located in the frontal eye fields, when the same 
procedures used in other subjects were followed. A fourth subject was 
excluded due to excessive head motion during imaging (see quality 
control procedures described below). Therefore, 16 subjects were car-
ried through to the main analyses. Subjects provided written informed 
consent and the study was approved by the Mass General Brigham 
Human Research Committee (the Institutional Review Board of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital).

Sessions
The overall experimental design is depicted in Fig. 1. All experimental 
procedures were conducted at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Bio-
medical Imaging/Massachusetts General Hospital in the MR-PET suite. 
Subjects participated in three experimental visits on separate days: a 
‘baseline’ visit and two ‘experimental’ visits. During the baseline visit, 
subjects underwent a combined FDG-PET–fMRI imaging session. This 
baseline data were used to functionally determine, on an individual-
subject basis, the locations of the DN and SAL targets (see ‘Definition of 
TMS targets’ below). The two separate experimental visits occurred on 
separate days at least 6 days apart (mean 32 days, median 23 days, range 
6–236 days). During each experimental visit, subjects first underwent 
an fMRI imaging session, then received 20 Hz repetitive TMS at one of 
the pre-defined target sites (SAL or DN), then immediately underwent 
a combined FDG-PET–fMRI imaging session. The order of stimulated 
targets (SAL versus DN) was counter-balanced across subjects, such 
that half of subjects received SAL stimulation in their first experimental 
visit, while the other half received DN stimulation first. This paradigm 
recapitulates our previous experimental designs27,28. Notably, when 
4 of the initial 20 subjects were removed, there was a slight counter-
imbalance, with 9 of the remaining subjects receiving DN-TMS first  
and 7 of the remaining subjects receiving SAL-TMS first.

MRI acquisition
MRI data were acquired using a 3.0 T whole-body scanner (Siemens), 
equipped for echo-planar imaging with a 12-channel 3-axis gradient 
head coil. Head movements were restricted using foam cushions. For 
each fMRI scanning session, one structural scan (~8 min) and three con-
secutive fMRI BOLD resting-state runs (6 min each, 18 min per fMRI ses-
sion) were performed. In the experimental visits, to minimize the time 
between TMS and FDG-PET–fMRI and to capture the effects of neuro-
modulation, the three BOLD runs were acquired first, immediately after 
the localizer. Mean time from the completion of TMS to the start of FDG-
PET–fMRI was 370 s (s.d. ±78 s) for the SAL-TMS condition and 326 s (s.d. 
±47 s) for the DN-TMS condition. This is within the expected duration of 
effects of TMS, which can last up to 1 h (ref. 84). Structural images were 
acquired via a T1-weighted 3D magnetization prepared rapid gradient 
echo (MPRAGE) image, acquired with the following parameters: echo 
time (TE) 1.64 ms, repetition time (TR) 2,530 ms, TI 1,200 ms, flip angle 7°,  
voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm, FOV 280 × 280, and 208 frames. BOLD data were 
acquired using the following parameters: TR 3,000 ms, TE 30 ms, flip 
angle 90°, voxel size 3.375 × 3.375 × 3.0 mm, field-of-view (FOV) 448 × 448, 
120 frames and no acceleration factor. A fixation dot (a small white dot 
centred on a black background) was presented to subjects on a screen 
via a rear projection system. Participants were instructed to stay awake, 
remain extremely still and to stare at the fixation dot during imaging.

FDG-PET acquisition
FDG-PET images were acquired during fMRI scanning on a BrainPET 
prototype (Siemens Healthineers). FDG-PET procedures were identi-
cal across the subjects’ three FDG-PET–fMRI scans (baseline and two 
experimental sessions). Following their pre-TMS fMRI scan, subjects 
were injected with 18Fluorodeoxyglucose: average 188 MBq (range 
164–212 MBq), average 5.1 mCi (range 4.4–5.7 mCi). TMS was started 
approximately 7 min after injection (mean ± s.d.: 462 ± 252 s for SAL-
TMS and 390 ± 102 s for DN-TMS) to allow time for the radioligand to 
circulate and best capture the effects of TMS on FDG uptake. Approxi-
mately 34 min after injection (mean in baseline visit 33.0 min, SAL-TMS 
visit 34.3 min and DN-TMS visit 34.3 min), PET data were collected for 
a duration of approximately 36 min (up to a timepoint of 70 min post-
injection). Data were stored in listmode format.

Definition of TMS targets
Baseline fMRI data were used to define, on the basis of FC estimates, two 
dlPFC targets in each individual. To identify the two targets, we used a 
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procedure developed by Fox and colleagues40. Specifically, we used a 
group-averaged seed-based FC map of the sgACC (sgACC FC map) as 
a seed for FC in all subjects. This map was derived by Fox et al.40 by first 
defining a 10 mm spherical ROI in the right sgACC (MNI coordinates: 
6, 16, −10), with the location of this based on prior studies. This ROI 
was then used by Fox et al.40 as a seed to generate a seed-based FC 
map in a cohort of 98 individuals (a subset of the 1,000 individuals in  
Yeo et al.32). So as not to bias dlPFC target selection, a large dlPFC ROI 
was removed from this map. Of note, this ROI encompassed medial 
portions of prefrontal cortex that are often designated as part of dor-
somedial prefrontal cortex. The resultant map was then itself used as a 
seed to generate FC maps in the 16 subjects of this study. Again, repeat-
ing procedures in Fox et al.40, we calculated FC strength between this 
sgACC FC map and 163 nodes, 4 mm in diameter, covering the left dlPFC. 
The centre of the node with the most positive and the most negative 
FC value with the sgACC FC map was chosen as the DN target and SAL 
target, respectively, for that individual. The DN target was consistently 
located in the dorsomedial prefrontal portion of the DN (BA 9, medial 
superior frontal gyrus), while the SAL target was typically situated in 
the lateral prefrontal node of the SAL (BA 9/46 or BA 46, lateral mid-
dle frontal gyrus) with some targets falling into the surrounding FPN 
region in the lateral frontal cortex (Fig. 2). The mean Euclidean distance 
between the two targets across subjects was 33 mm.

Our rationale for using this targeting paradigm was threefold. 
First, an sgACC FC map was chosen because multiple studies sup-
port the clinical importance of the sgACC in MDD85,86. Second, we 
used a sgACC FC map, as opposed to direct correlations between 
target locations and the sgACC ROI, because negative correlations 
from this region could be compromised by susceptibility issues, 
markedly driving down signal to noise40. Third, the sgACC FC map 
allowed us to delineate regions showing both positive and negative 
correlations, which fell within the demarcations of two large-scale, 
anti-correlated networks (Fig. 2). This further allowed us to study the 
effects of stimulating two adjacent and anti-correlated distributed 
networks and assess the effects of targeted stimulation in a network-
informed manner.

TMS administration
Repetitive TMS was applied using a MagPro X100 Stimulator with a 
MagPro Cool B-65 coil or a MagPro MCF-65 coil, depending on coil 
availability. Notably, these two coils have identical windings and 
geometry and thus deliver identical stimulation effects. The coils 
differ only with respect to cooling mechanism (B65: active; MCF-65: 
static), and small differences in maximal initial dB/dt (B65: 36 kT s−1; 
MCF-65: 32 kT s−1) and biphasic pulse width (B65: 290 μs; MCF-65: 
280 μs). Importantly, during TMS, accuracy and reproducibility of 
coil location and orientation was ensured with a frameless stereotac-
tic neuronavigation system (Nexstim NBS). Immediately before each 
TMS application, the resting motor threshold (RMT) was obtained 
by administering single pulses (with the same coil used for stimula-
tion) delivered to the hand knob in the left primary motor cortex 
(determined through neuronavigation). The RMT was defined as the 
minimum total machine output required to elicit a motor evoked 
potential ≥50 μV in the contralateral (right) first dorsal interosse-
ous muscle, 50% of the time. Mean RMT across subjects was 52% of 
the total machine output for both target sessions and did not differ 
across the two target sessions (P = 0.70). For both stimulation sites, 
TMS was applied as high-frequency (20 Hz) stimulation at 110% of 
RMT, 40 pulses per train, with an inter-train interval of 28 s for 45 
total trains (1,800 total pulses, 22.5 min). These parameters are within 
recommended safety limits for TMS17 and were the exact parameters 
used in our prior protocol27. Moreover, 20 Hz TMS has been used to 
successfully treat depressive symptoms87. Mean (± s.d.) time from the 
completion of TMS to the start of FDG-PET/fMRI imaging was 326 ± 47 s 
for the DN-TMS condition and 370 ± 78 s for the SAL-TMS condition.

Computational estimation of intra-cranial electrical fields
E-fields distributions for 15 out of 16 subjects are shown in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 8. To estimate the intra-cranial E-field distributions, we utilized 
our recently developed Boundary Element Modelling (BEM) approach 
accelerated by the Fast Multpole Method (FMM)88,89. The publicly avail-
able MATLAB-based BEM-FMM toolbox was used to perform the E-field 
estimation as described in full detail in Makarov et al.88. The BEM-FMM 
method requires surface meshes of the tissue conductivity boundaries 
(skin, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter and white matters) to be 
extracted from the individual subjects’ MRI data. As a pre-processing 
step, we applied bias correction to the T1-weighted MRI data using 
SPM12 to facilitate tissue segmentation. Subsequently, we employed 
SIMNIBS90,91 (version 3.1) and ran both ‘mri2mesh’ and ‘headreco’ pipe-
lines and visually inspected the resulting surface mesh quality. For 
each subject, the meshes with the best quality from each pipeline were 
selected for the final computations. The position and orientation of the 
TMS coil for each target were exported from the neuronavigation sys-
tem (Nexstim NBS) and subsequently transformed to the coordinates 
of the surface meshes obtained from SIMNIBS. Finally, the BEM-FMM 
solver was executed for each target location and the E-field distribu-
tions were evaluated on the grey–white matter boundary surface and 
visualized in MATLAB.

ROI selection
We assessed the topography of metabolic and FC changes at the 
network level using whole-network ROIs at seven major networks 
(salience, default, frontoparietal control, dorsal attention, somato-
motor, limbic and visual) defined by the parcellation by Yeo et al.32. 
We also used contiguous smaller ROIs of these networks defined by 
Yeo et al.32 (n = 51) for region-level analyses, as well as a 10 mm sgACC 
seed defined by Fox et al.40. We particularly focused our region-level 
analysis on the 11 ROIs making up the SAL and the 10 ROIs making up 
the DN. Notably, while our analysis used the Yeo et al. parcellation, 
several other parcellation schemes have comparable representations 
of the DNs and SALs, including the representations of these systems 
in dlPFC (Supplementary Fig. 9).

FC analysis
BOLD data were first pre-processed using spatial normalization directly 
to a standard MNI 152 template brain, as well as motion and slice timing 
corrected using a combination of software packages: Statistical Para-
metric Mapping software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology), FSL (the FMRIB Software Library), MATLAB (Mathworks) 
and FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). Registration 
was performed with linear regression with the SPM software package. 
The following nuisance variables and their temporal derivatives were 
regressed during pre-processing: mean whole-brain signal, six motion 
parameters, mean white matter signal and mean ventricular signal 
as described in ref. 32. Additionally, data were low-pass filtered to 
exclude signals above 0.08 Hz. Smoothing was performed with a 6 mm 
full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian blur. Following pre-processing, 
volumetric seed-based FC analyses were conducted by extracting the 
BOLD time course from a seed or ROI (for example, those defined in  
Yeo et al.32) and calculating the z-transformed Pearson’s product 
moment correlation coefficient between this seed/ROI and all other 
brain voxels, as described in ref. 92. Correlations between pairs of 
ROIs were calculated by correlating the average signal within each of 
the ROIs. FC maps were projected to the surface for visualization using 
the Connectome Workbench (version 1.4) toolbox (www.humancon-
nectome.org/software/connectome-workbench).

FDG-PET analysis
PET images were reconstructed using an ordered-subsets expectation 
maximization algorithm using 6 iterations and 16 subsets, and cor-
recting for random coincidences, dead time, isotope decay, detector 
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sensitivity, photon attenuation and scatter. Attenuation correction was 
provided via a validated and highly reproducible SPM-based method93,94 
(see also FDG-PET repeatability measures section). Static images were 
reconstructed 45–65 min post-injection to best capture the glucose 
metabolism changes induced by TMS stimulation. The reconstructed 
PET volume consisted of a 256 × 256 × 153 matrix of 1.25 mm isotropic 
voxels. To avoid potential subject head motion biasing the PET image 
quantification, motion correction was enabled into the PET reconstruc-
tion using a dual-pass image reconstruction method. Finally, the PET 
images were co-registered back into the MPRAGE images to allow ideal 
alignment of both image techniques. This was the same MPRAGE used 
to align BOLD data. Images were spatially normalized into the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the Dartel toolbox in SPM. 
This spatial normalization enabled analysis using fMRI-derived and 
pre-defined atlas ROIs. Finally, ROI-based PET values were intensity 
normalized using the whole-brain as the reference region.

Statistical testing
Changes in target metabolism (WBn-suv values) before and after TMS 
were compared with paired t-tests. Paired t-tests were also used to com-
pare FC changes (z values) before and after TMS between ROIs. Effect 
sizes of TMS induced changes in metabolism and FC were computed 
as Cohen’s d values. FC maps were thresholded at a P value of <0.05, 
cluster corrected for family-wise error (FWE). Correlations between 
TMS-induced changes in WBn-suv values and z values were calculated 
with Pearson correlations (r and R2).

Quality control of BOLD data
As head motion has a profound effect on FC95, we employed stringent 
quality control of the BOLD data. Each run was evaluated for slice-based 
temporal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), mean and maximum relative 
motion, mean and maximum absolute motion, and relative motion 
greater than 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm. A given run was excluded from the 
analysis if the temporal SNR for that run was lower than 2 s.d. below 
the group mean of all runs, or if there were more than five movements 
greater than 0.5 mm in that run. By these criteria, only one subject was 
affected, with three of their nine BOLD runs being unusable, leading to 
that subject’s exclusion from further analysis on the basis of head motion.

FDG-PET repeatability measures
Intra-scanner reproducibility for a subset of this PET dataset (13 out 
of 20 subjects) has been published elsewhere93. Briefly, we assessed 
relative changes, intra-class correlation coefficient, reproducibility 
coefficient and Bland–Altman limits of agreement to assess repeatabil-
ity across scans. This revealed minimal, insignificant relative changes 
across the three PET acquisitions (P = 0.90).

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Study data available at https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds004552/
versions/1.0.0.
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